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Abstract
Interoperability is an important issue, especially in Grid infrastructures that use multiple, inhomogeneous Grid middlewares. Monitoring
such heterogeneous scenarios requires interoperability of different information services. The approach taken bases on an integration proxy
together with a standardized information model. This proxy functions
as a bridge between the information models used in different Grid information services by using GLUE 2.0 as the homogeneous common
model. This paper outlines the chosen architecture and details the
experiences gained with the GLUE 2.0 schema.
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Introduction

Many of today’s large Grid infrastructures, such as DEISA, EGEE and TeraGrid, are based on a single middleware with a single monitoring component
in concert with additional, middleware-independent components or frameworks.
Other Grid infrastructures employ different middleware systems, each with proprietary monitoring components. The German Grid Initiative’s infrastructure
(D-Grid), for example, conveys such diversity by providing access to computing
resources through multiple middlewares at the same time [1]. Resource monitoring in these environments tends to get inhomogeneous and patchy and thus
interoperability becomes an important issue.
In this paper, we describe an interoperable Grid monitoring system that
bases on the GLUE 2.0 information model [2]. The system uses translators for
the conversion of different information models into the standardized schema and
vice versa. As a byproduct a data repository with homogeneous monitoring
information of a heterogeneous environment can easily be achieved.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the interoperability problem of Grid infrastructures is discussed as well as related work
in the field of interoperable monitoring. In Section 3 we introduce the scenario
of a comprehensive and interoperable monitoring service for D-Grid. The chosen approach and the resulting architecture is described in Section 4, and the
experiences made are given in Section 5, followed by a summary.
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Motivation and Related Work

Grid computing defined as coordinated resource sharing and problem solving
in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations [3] implies homogeneous
access to a pool of inhomogeneous resources shared among different Virtual Organizations. Several middleware systems have been developed independently
of each other to realize this vision. Large Grid infrastructures such as DEISA,
EGEE and TeraGrid have been set up specifically enabling scientific communities
to tackle large, complex problems. These infrastructures are usually based on
one middleware but challenges exist which demand the use of resources governed
by more than one infrastructure. This raises the question of interoperability of
Grid infrastructures and middleware platforms respectively. Because of their
different development history and usage models, these middleware systems are
not interoperable per se. Interoperability has to be achieved through additional
efforts, it has to cover all aspe cts of an infrastructure: job submission, data
transfer, accounting, job status monitoring as well as monitoring of sites, resources, services and providers. The latter is subject to the German research
project D-MON (Horizontal Integration of Resource- and Service Monitoring in
D-Grid, [4]) whose results are presented in this paper.
Interoperable Grid monitoring has been a topic since many years [5], [6],
and standardization efforts have been made by e.g. the Open Grid Forum
with respect to monitoring architecture [7] and data schema [2]. Furthermore,
middleware-independent monitoring frameworks have been developed for site
and service monitoring aspects. Examples are Nagios [8] and INCA [9] which
detect Grid infrastructure problems by executing periodic, automated testing of
Grid software and services using middleware and infrastructure specific procedures. These tools allow Grid operation centers to get an overview of the status
of sites and services in an infrastructure even if it is inhomogeneous. An interoperable Grid information service is still missing. Additionally, most monitoring
systems still provide data from a providers view, unable to transparently provide
the data in community-specific ways and related to specific virtual organizations
(VOs).
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A Grid Monitoring Scenario

The operation of Grid infrastructures needs Grid monitoring as a management functionality. For example, failure identification and elimination, accounting, performance analysis and scheduling rely on Grid-wide status information.

All components of a Grid monitoring system must be able to interoperate efficiently to achieve good overall performance as well as consistent and complete
data. The monitoring of heterogeneous infrastructures requires data to be gathered from information services with proprietary interfaces and data models. In
addition, homogeneous interpretation and presentation of the data is needed.
As an example for a Grid with heterogeneous middleware components the environment run by the German Grid initiative D-Grid is considered where many
resources are available through multiple Grid middlewares [1]. Site monitoring,
service monitoring, and job monitoring are done in several different, partly concurrent ways[10], and an easy access to combined data is not available. The
broad spectrum of monitoring tools ranges from monitoring systems based on
different middlewares to monitoring systems based on middleware-independent
architectures. Beside the co-existing information systems for the different middlewares Globus, Glite and UNICORE (e.g. MDS1 , BDII2 , CIS3 ) there exist
monitoring tools for special purposes [11], for monitoring levels [9], and for usercentric monitoring for special application environments, e.g community specific
job monitoring [12]. This led to a very heterogeneous, non-interoperable set of
monitoring tools within D-Grid.
To resolve this situation, Grid standards and best practices have been investigated but the question remains how interoperability could be realized for
the monitoring of dynamic heterogeneous Grid infrastructures. Especially when
adding a new monitoring system refactoring of all the Grid components has to
be avoided.
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The Integration Proxy Approach

The emerging GLUE 2.0 information
model [2] is a suited candidate for a common
monitoring data model of a non-intrusive,
interoperable Grid monitoring system. At
the time being it is proposed as as standard
by the Open Grid Forum. The GLUE 2.0
schema describes the main characteristics of
a Grid infrastructure (see Figure 1):
• VO modeling (UserDomains),
• mapping and access policies (MappingPolicy, AccessPolicy),
• allocation of resources and services to
VOs (Endpoint),
• resource and service scenarios (ComputingService, ComputingManager), and
• resource providers (AdminDomains).
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Fig. 1: Schema Mediation

In addition to the common data schema the key to achieving interoperability
is an integration proxy, which uses non-intrusive adapter modules to connect
to the different Grid monitoring systems in place. The proxy integrates data
from the different monitoring systems through a three step process called ETL
(Extract – Transform – Load). It connects to the native interfaces, extracts
data in XML format, transforms the data using XSLT4 procedures, and uploads
the transformed data into a repository. As repository an SQL database is used
which implements the GLUE 2.0 schema.
Particularly, the GLUE 2.0 schema is used for the mediation of Grid resource
and service monitoring data as illustrated in Figure 1: All data gathered from
the connected monitoring services using schema A is transformed into GLUE
2.0. From that format, the data can be transformed into any other schema B.
Thus, it is possible to cross-provide monitoring data, for example from MDS4
into the interoperable monitoring service and from there into CIS or vice versa.
A standardized provisioning of the collected monitoring data is achieved by
an OGSA-DAI5 interface on top of the database. The OGSA-DAI interface developed in D-MON provides access to the monitoring data for Grid services and
programs. For end-users and Grid administrators a web interface is provided,
which consists of portlets for the Gridsphere framework. The system also supports Virtual Organization-specific views on the data by using Grid-wide Policy
Decision Points which provide a mapping of resources and services to virtual
organizations [13].
Figure 2 shows the integrative architecture that realizes data integration as
discussed in this section.
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Experiences

The architecture as described in Section 4 has been implemented in the DMON project. For the transformations D-MON focused on MDS4, BDII, and
CIS as sources. MDS4 delivers its data in GLUE 1.1 and GLUE 1.3, BDII in
LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) using GLUE 1.2, and CIS in GLUE 2.0.
For BDII one extra transformation from LDIF to XML is needed using Directory
Service Markup Language. The data transformations from GLUE 1.1, GLUE
1.3 and LDIF show that not everything can be mapped. There are differences
in semantics and thus the transformations may cause loss of information. As
we are dealing with different releases of the GLUE schema we have been able
to gather and transform the important data for the relevant values without a
loss of accuracy. Examples for transformed data items are the measurements
for ComputingResources, ComputingServices, and StorageResources and also
site-related information, like site location, description and contact addresses.
The database schema of the repository is extended with respect to the GLUE
2.0 model by data provenance information. So every data item which is transformed is labeled with the source information service, the time and date of
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Fig. 2: Integrative Architecture (interoperability part)

retrieval, as well as the IP-address of the source. Figure 3 shows an example
of database entries referring to ComputingServices, which have been gathered
from the different information services CIS, MDS4, and BDII (given in the fourth
column titled informationService).
The prototype system provides VO-specific views on the data exploiting the
mappings of resources to VOs available from GRRS6 , a D-Grid-specific database
for VO resource management. It acts as policy information base for the resource
- VO mappings. This information allows to generate GLUE 2.0 AccessPolicies,
which are then used to generate appropriate database views. As shown in Figure
4, the developed OGSA-DAI client takes a reference to a VO as an environment
variable and prints out the related entries.
One of the results is that the integrated data discloses structural shortcomings of the monitored multi-Grid configurations. Often duplicate entries exist,
which reference the same underlying resource, but not in the same way. For example, site identifiers are not uniquely defined throughout all middlewares. Nevertheless, unique Grid-wide identifiers are vital for statistics, efficient searches
and scheduling. To warrant a consistency in labeling, multi-middleware and
multi-infrastructure Grid projects need dedicated decision points which assign
such names or numbers.
This is an organizational issue similar to issues which have already been
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Fig. 4: OGSA-DAI View on Resources and Services of a Specific VO

solved in 1984 for the Internet, when the Internet Assigned Numbers and Names
Authority IANA was established. The IANA was responsible for the assignment
of IP-addresses to autonomous systems (AS) and the registration of names in the
Domain Name System. Common and large-scale Grid infrastructures also will
require common naming standards or policies, assigned at clear policy decision
points.
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Conclusions

GLUE 2.0 is an adequate information model for resource and service monitoring in Grids. It is suitable for Grid scenarios: It allows the definition of VO’s
as UserDomains and the definition of AccessPolicies, which together eases the
generation of views for different VOs. Integration proxies can be used to cache
and exchange resource and service monitoring data in an interoperable way using
GLUE 2.0 as a mediation schema. The data gathered from different monitoring
systems shows, that there are differences in the labeling of sites and the addressing of services, which complicate a consolidation of the data for accounting and
scheduling purposes. This is a managerial issue that has to be solved before
taking full advantage of the developed interoperable Grid monitoring system.
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